Amplifying new Power possibilities in the state of Bihar

2x10 MVA, 33/11 kV Power Sub Station Gardanibag under PESU (W) circle was successfully test charged by South Bihar Power Distribution Company Limited (SBPDCL) to provide better and reliable power supply to the consumers.

Digital Services at the click of a button for consumers of Arunachal Pradesh

Digital Services at the click of a button for consumers of AruOnline bill payment facility for postpaid electricity bills and Customer Care Centre for lodging Electricity complaints was launched by Department of power, Arunachal Pradesh. The same have been implemented subsequent to IT enablement of Power Distribution business in Arunachal Pradesh through G.D.1 under Power Distribution Schemes.

Bhopal gets another 33/11 GIS Substation

1x10 MVA, 33/11 kV new Gas Insulated Substation (GIS) was successfully charged by Madhya Pradesh Madhya Kshetra Vidyu Vitaran Company Limited (MPMKVVL) in Bhopal city circle, Bhopal under IPDS. The Substation built in comparatively smaller area of land will benefit in providing uninterrupted power supply to the households of the town.

Foundation day celebrations of PFC – Nodal Agency for IPDS

Power Finance Corporation (PFC) celebrated its 35th Foundation day on 18th July 2020. PFC in over 34 years has been the backbone of the power sector both in terms of financing and implementing various Government Schemes.

IPDS has been supporting Green Energy with 44000 KWp Roof top solar panels installed on government building etc by State Discoms.